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 most of the poverty literature of the 1960's.
 Lampman's emphasis is on the broader con-

 text of poverty. Chapter 2 is devoted to a re-
 view of the background of social science
 thought on inequality. This is a most useful re-
 minder of the longer term philosophic debates
 among political economists about the feasibil-
 ity and desirability of reduced income inequali-
 ty-debate which was curiously neglected dur-
 ing the War on Poverty years, the 1960's, and
 only revived in the recent flurry of controversy
 over John Rawls' work. This review of social
 science thought adds considerable dignity and
 historical depth to the analysis of contempo-
 rary poverty which follows.

 After a short diversion in Chapter 3 provid-
 ing one of those skillfully selected and com-
 pactly presented summaries of facts about the
 poor which Professor Lampman does better
 than anyone else I know of, the central and
 distinctive aspects of the book are presented.
 These are chapters devoted to analysis of how
 poverty from 1947 to 1967 was affected by
 changes in the composition of the population,
 shifts in residence, occupation, and industry,
 and revisions of the total tax and transfer sys-
 tem.

 Beyond a host of enlightening details, these
 analytical chapters yield certain broad insights
 about the basic forces which have influenced
 the extent of poverty over the last two decades.
 First, most of the changes in the composition
 of the population worked against reduction in
 poverty since the relative size of groups more
 prone to poverty increased, e.g, families with
 aged heads, heads not in the labor force, and
 non-white families. Second, shifts in residence,
 occupation, and industry worked strongly to
 reduce poverty as persons moved to residence
 or types of work with lower poverty incidence,
 e.g, South to North, farm to non-farm. Third,
 the net effect of public taxes and transfers has
 shifted over the last two decades in favor of the
 poor; social welfare expenditures which are
 more highly concentrated among the poor-
 though they are by no means tightly limited to
 them-have increased substantially while the
 overall progressivity of the tax structure has
 not changed very much. In the discussion of
 the tax and transfer system Professor Lamp-
 man focuses on the effects of the system on
 those who would have been poor pre-transfer,

 i.e., those whose income would fall below the
 poverty line if all transfer payments were sub-
 tracted. This procedure insures that we do not
 neglect the substantial numbers of families

 lifted out of poverty by programs often not

 thought of as anti-poverty efforts, such as Social

 Security.

 These broad conclusions may not be terribly

 startling, but they are important reminders

 that while much political drama may surround

 the fate of Head Start, the Job Corps, or Model

 Cities, these broader trends have far greater
 impact on the aggregate extent of poverty

 -and perhaps on the lives of the individual
 poor families.

 It is only in the last twenty percent of the

 book that Professor Lampman turns to a discus-

 sion of the strategies and programs which most
 people think of as constituting anti-poverty ef-
 forts. In this section of the book there is a
 strange reticence, an apparent unwillingness,
 to draw conclusions. Consider:

 It is interesting to speculate about why we
 have not done more in adapting the system to

 the needs of the poor.. .. is it a fear and mis-
 trust of the poor by the non-poor majority, or
 is it more the result of the ability of the poor
 minority to mount effective protest? Is it . . .
 the result of excessive emphasis upon individu-

 alism and localism in the face of racial and eth-
 nic diversity? Have we bogged down in what
 Richard Titmuses called "the troubled area be-
 tween equality and the needs of the poor for
 unequal treatment?" Are we hung forever on
 the present balance among principles in the in-

 come maintenance field and unwilling to relent
 somewhat in the emphasis upon assuring con-
 tinuity of income, via the insurance principle of
 equity as opposed to assuring income adequacy?
 Have we run out of imagination concerning
 ways to extend the positive sanctions for de-
 pendency we now have to new categories. . .?
 Or is the reason why we have not done more
 to adapt the system founded on the belief that
 all such plans are foredoomed unless, as a prior
 condition, the poor themselves are changed?
 (pp. 143-44).

 The limited discussion in this section must be
 a disappointment and puzzle to many readers
 who would naturally expect that a man who
 had played such a central role in initiating the
 public policy processes that led to these pro-
 grams would be prepared to run a tally, render
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 judgments, and separate wheat and chaff. I can
 only offer some perhaps ill-founded specula-
 tions as to the reasons for the little weight put
 on means in a book called Ends and means of
 reducing poverty.

 First, it is indicative that Lampman entitles
 this final section "Means to Accelerate the
 Process of Reducing Poverty." This title and
 the limited discussion would be consistent with
 a view, implicitly stressed-as I have suggested
 above-in the central portions of the book, that
 the extent of poverty is less affected by narrow
 poor-related programs than by broader demo-
 graphic, social, and economic forces.

 Second, though he never says so explicitly,
 Lampman appears to believe that ending pov-
 erty is largely a matter of broad political will
 rather than finding some touchstone set of pro-
 grams that will transform the poor, the institu-
 tions that deal with them, and the attitudes of
 the non-poor toward them. At the end of the
 book Lampman says:

 Ending income poverty does not require and
 will not achieve a transformation of society. It
 is a modest goal. Income poverty is only part of
 the broader problem of poverty. And poverty

 . is a sub-topic of the general issue of inequal-
 ity. We should proceed, not with utopian expec-
 tations, but with the belief that the achieve-
 ment of this particular goal . . . will be a worthy
 achievement in the slow evolution of society (p.
 167).

 In this light, Lampman's tentative, slight treat-
 ment of both theories of causes of poverty and
 of effectiveness of War on Poverty programs
 might result from a desire not to detract from
 the central message that we could end income
 poverty (by a reasonable set of income transfer
 policies) if we but had sufficient political will to
 do so.

 Third, less speculative, more concrete in-
 sight is provided by recent article by Lamp-
 man in The Public Interest.2 Any reader of
 Ends and means should regard this article as
 a required postscript to the volume. Professor
 Lampman discusses more forthrightly here his
 misgivings about the evolution during the
 1960's of the debate on poverty and antipov-
 erty programs. He feels that while the decade

 2"What does it do for the poor-a new test for
 national policy," The Public Interest, Number 34,
 Winter 1974, pp. 66-82.

 began with a definable, achievable goal of re-
 ducing or eliminating income poverty, after
 1964 the standards were escalated and new
 rules applied. The new standards were those
 of cost-effectiveness (associated with the estab-
 lishment of the planning, programming, budg-
 eting system established in the Federal govern-
 ment). Whereas previously a poverty program
 was "effective" if it simply channeled more
 money or goods and services to the poor, new
 additional performance standards were added.
 For example, it was not enough to show poor
 children received more educational resources
 but also that, as a result, they learned more.
 Lampman says:

 In this exercise, the poor served as proxies in
 contests to reform all government policies, con-
 tests in which the best became the enemy of the
 good. Appraisals of the budget against poverty
 become entangled with discoveries that the
 links between education spending and learning,
 and between medical care and outlays, are not
 too clear (p. 75).

 He notes:

 even the successes [of anti-poverty efforts] have
 been called failures by reference to newer and
 higher goals which have tended to emerge al-
 most before the ink is dry on the old ones (p. 81).

 These sorts of statements from the article seem
 to indicate that Lampman resented these shifts
 in standards and the very limited discussion of
 programs and his reluctance to assess their im-
 pact in his book may reflect his desire not to
 give weight to these new standards, which he
 perhaps regards as unwise and illegitimate
 when applied to poverty issues.

 In addition, he feels the standards are es-
 calated to include the broader topic of income
 inequality as part of the poverty problem. He
 appears to feel it is important to keep the re-
 duction of income poverty (lifting people
 above a minimum standard of money income
 or equivalent goods and services) as a sub-cate-
 gory of more general inequality. "Com-
 prehending the distribution of money income
 and its dynamics is a bewildering challenge,"
 (p. 71) he says, and it is foolish to get the income
 poverty question too entangled with the more
 intractable issues of general inequality. "The
 goal of eliminating poverty is a modest addi-
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 tion to the array of apparently politically useful
 rationales for redistribution" (p. 73).

 Though his resentment of the escalation to
 standards that emphasize the question of pro-
 gram effectiveness and the extent of income
 redistribution is made clear in his Public Inter-
 est article, he appears finally to accept these
 new standards and he begins in that article
 once again, as he did more than a decade ago,
 to define, clarify, and marshall the facts in or-
 der to face the issues for the seventies and to
 remind us to ask of policies "What does it do
 for the poor?" Ends and means in reducing
 poverty and the Public Interest article together
 give the background, the broader context, and
 the new agenda for what we may hope will
 soon become a renewed interest in reducing
 poverty in our society.

 ROBINSON G. HOLLISTER, JR.

 Swarthmore College

 Disease and economic development: The im-
 pact of parasitic diseases in St. Lucia. By
 BURTON A. WEISBROD; RALPH L. AN-
 DREANo; ROBERT E. BALDWIN; ERWIN H.

 EPSTEIN AND ALLEN C. KELLY. With the as-
 sistance of THOMAS W. HELMINIAK. Madi-
 son, Wise. and London: University of Wiscon-
 sin Press, 1973. Pp. xvii, 218. $12.50.

 According to the Preface, this study was pro-
 duced in response to the need "for a study of
 the economic and social impact of the world's
 reputedly number one public health disease,
 schistosomiasis" (p. xv). The specific objectives
 set for themselves by the research team were
 to assess "the effects of the disease in one lim-
 ited region (St. Lucia, West Indies)" and to de-
 velop "an analytical approach that would be a
 useful guide to researchers who might examine
 the impacts of other diseases in other regions"

 (p. xv).
 The title of the book would be held in viola-

 tion of a mislabeling law if such a law existed
 for economic works. But title aside, the very
 fact that a substantial organized effort was
 made by a group of four economists and one
 sociologist to investigate some aspects of the
 economic impact of an important disease on a
 less developed country is worthy of commen-
 dation. While the importance of disease as a
 factor in economic development was well ap-

 preciated when the present rich countries
 were in the process of industrializing, it has
 been almost completely overlooked in modern

 economic development research and received

 only lip-service in fashionable development

 theory.

 Second, the masterly survey of the literature
 on the economic and cultural impacts of dis-
 ease presented in Chapter 2 of the book almost
 justifies the book by itself and justifies the
 cliche that "it will be a standard reference for
 years to come."

 As is obvious, my bias is strongly towards fa-
 voring a study such as this one. Unfortunately,
 the study itself makes an enthusiastic review
 impossible. Let us look at the first objec-

 tive assessing the effects of the disease, schis-
 tosomiasis, on a limited region. The disease
 schistosomiasis, (also known as bilharzia, liver
 fluke, or snail fever) is widespread, and at-
 tempts to launch economic development in
 traditional areas often result in spreading the
 disease further. It affects some 150 to 200 mil-
 lion people in Africa, the Middle East and
 Latin America. In China, the disease has been
 important enough to be the subject of a poem,

 Farewell to the God of Plague, by Chairman
 Mao Tse-Tung. (Among the lines in the poem
 are: "Weeds choked hundreds of villages, man
 wasted away; thousands of households dwin-
 dled, phantoms sang with glee.") In carrying
 out the study, the investigators did not restrict
 themselves to schistosomiasis since it turned
 out that the population studied typically had
 also at least one of four other parasites (hook-
 worm, ascaris, strongyloides, trichuris).

 From the total population of St. Lucia of
 about 100,000 in 1967, people living in two
 rural valleys were chosen for a demographic
 analysis based on answers to a questionnaire by
 people who were willing to give a stool speci-
 men for examination; 4,668 persons or 60 per-
 cent of those asked (7,804) gave a stool speci-
 men. This is perhaps 52 percent of the people

 living in these valleys.
 To study the impact of parsitic diseases on

 agricultural labor productivity, data was col-
 lected on 466 workers employed on one ba-
 nana plantation over an 18 month period.
 Since complete data were not obtained on all,
 the actual sample size used in the analyses
 shrank to 126 or less. A similar study of effects
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